**Title:** SNORGUARD ANTI SNORING DEVICE

**Abstract**

A dental orthosis useful for an appropriate or intended human user in the treatment of snoring and/or sleep apnoea, the device comprising: palate fitting means (1) to fit on the upper teeth and against the hard plate of the user and to maintain an airway passageway for such a user during sleep through the oral cavity under at least most of said palate fitting means, and downwardly and rearwardly protruding means (4) supported by said palate fitting means (1) extending from below a plate covering rear part of said palate fitting means to extend downwardly and rearwardly a distance in the range of from 2mm to 20mm sufficient for such a user to prevent the falling back of the tongue of the user during sleep.
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"SNORGUARD ANTI SNORING DEVICE"

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a non-surgical means whereby people suffering from snoring and/or sleep apnoea may treat themselves.

BACKGROUND ART

In the publication "Principles and Practise of Sleep Medicine", Chapter 69 "Dental Appliances for the Treatment of Snoring and Obstructive Sleep Apnoea", there is disclosed a therapy sequence which includes the provision of dental appliances to a patient. A number of different sleeping dental appliances are disclosed.


DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

The present invention relates to an alternative to such existing products.

In a first aspect the invention consists in a dental orthosis useful for an appropriate or intended human user in the treatment of snoring and/or sleep apnoea, the device comprising

palate fitting means to fit on the upper teeth and against the hard palate of the user and to maintain an airway passageway for such a user during sleep through the oral cavity under at least most of said palate fitting means, and

downwardly and rearwardly protruding means supported by said palate fitting means extending from below a palate covering rear part of said palate fitting means to extend downwardly and rearwardly a distance in the range of from 2mm to 20mm sufficient for such a user to prevent the falling back of the tongue of the user during sleep.

Preferably said palate fitting means includes at least on the front thereof of at least one downwardly extending means to space the lips of the user when the device is being worn.

Preferably said palate fitting means on each side thereof includes at least one downwardly extending means to space the users molars apart by being capable of bearing on the lower teeth between the canine teeth (if any) and the rearmost molar (if still present).

Preferably said palate fitting means is moulded as a fitted article for a particular
patient at least in respect of that surface or those surfaces to fit on the upper teeth and hard palate.

Preferably said downwardly and rearwardly protruding means includes at its distal end (ie. that to be adjacent the tongue of a user) a surface configured to contact the tongue over a region to prevent said falling back of the tongue.

Preferably said palate fitting means is of polyethylene.

Preferably said palate fitting means is of polyethylene.

Preferably said downwardly and rearwardly protruding means is formed in a polyethylene material as two straps heated and joined together and attached to the palate fitting means as an attachment specific for an intended user.

Preferably said palate fitting means has been customised for an intended user and said downwardly and rearwardly protruding means has been customised for such a patient before or after attachment thereof to said palate fitting means, said palate fitting means and said rearwardly protruding means not being formed as an integral component.

Preferably said device is substantially as hereinafter described with reference to any one or more of the accompanying drawings.

In a further aspect the invention consists in componentry of a dental orthosis capable of being customised for a specific patient to provide a dental orthosis as previously defined, said componentry comprising

a blank to provide said palate fitting means and being conformable under the action of heat to fit the upper teeth and hard palate of an intended user, and

attached or attachable protruding means to extend downwardly and rearwardly a distance capable of being customised and/or after being customised for such an intended user.

Preferably each is formed from a polyethylene material.

In still a further aspect the invention consists in a method of treating a human being to minimise snoring and/or to treat sleep apnoea, said method comprising the step of customising a device as previously defined for such a patient and thereafter having the patient wear such a device during sleeping.

Preferably said customising for such a patient is by means of customising a selected preformed palate fitting means of polyethylene by vacuum forming with heat over a dental stone prepared from an alginate impression of the upper teeth and hard palate of the patient and before or after attachment of a selected said downwardly and rearwardly protruding means adjusting the same for length and/or angle.

Preferably the selection of said downwardly and rearwardly protruding means is by reference to the measurement for the patient from the last tooth on either the right or
left upper side to the farthest point of the rearward top section of the tongue whilst fully relaxed.

Preferably the measuring to provide the referenced measurement is by using a wooden spatula while providing with such wooden spatula a downward pressure on the tongue.

Preferably said method performed substantially as hereinafter described with reference to any of the accompanying drawings.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS**

A preferred form of the present invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawings in which

Figure 1 is a plan view of a preferred device in accordance with the present invention,

Figure 2 is a view from below of the device of Figure 1,

Figure 3 is a side elevation view A-A of the device of Figures 1 and 2,

Figure 4 is a view in elevation from the direction B-B of the device of Figures 1 through 3,

Figure 5 is a cross section in elevation at C-C with respect to the embodiment of Figures 1 through 4,

Figure 6 is a front perspective view of the device of Figures 1 through 5,

Figure 7 is a front oral view of a person showing the device fitted in use with its protuberant region extending backwise over the tongue to stop the tongue from falling back and blocking the airway passage when the user's mouth is closed, and

Figure 8 is a lateral section of such a user showing the protuberance extending rearwardly to protrude down from within the range of from 2mm to 20mm from the appliance body proper projecting downwardly from that region of the body portion which is just in front of the soft palate.

**BEST MODE(S) FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION**

In the preferred form of the present invention the device is ideally as depicted in the accompanying drawings having preferably been formed as follows:

the top section is vacuum formed from a dental stone prepared from an alginate impression of a user's top teeth and gums. An area is measured from the last tooth on either the right or left upper side to the faraway point of the rearward top section of the tongue with the tongue fully relaxed. This is done by holding a wooden spatula with downward pressure on the tongue. The top section is preferably vacuum formed
polyethylene so as to hold the fabricated device firmly in place through suction, somewhat in the manner of a mouthguard therefor, the top section of body section proper 1 can be carried by the top teeth of a user.

Formed integrally with the polyethylene to be vacuum formed to conform to a users teeth or fabricated to the device is a downward depressor 2 designed to hold the bottom lip apart from the top lip of a user thus enabling the user to inhale without obstruction through the mouth. A pair of spacers 3 preferably to be positioned between the canine and the last molar keeps the top and bottom teeth separated by approximately 4 to 10mm which enables a clearer air passage between lips and the soft pallet.

A protuberant region 4 preferably fabricated by appropriate moulding, welding or the like to the formed polyethylene top section is of polyethylene preferably having been formed from two polyethylene straps joined together. The upper end region of the protuberant member 4 is joined to the hard pallet area of the upper section 1 at 5 and in some forms of the present invention irrespective of whether or not adhesive moulding or welding is utilised some mechanical interengagement of the components to be fabricated can be provided and other forms of the present invention a range of premoulded components may be provided which requires only the vacuum forming of an upper region where other aspects of the device are determined as being a proper fit for a potential user.

The preferred form however has the protuberant member fabricated separately and associated with the device after conforming thereof to the teeth of the user and the provision thereof (if they are not already integral) of this spacing members 2 and 3.

The narrower (lower) end of the protuberance preferably defines tongue resting pad 7 which is preferably substantially rectangular. The area of this pad depends entirely on the size of the tongue.

In the preferred form of the present invention the polyethylene straps are heated and manipulated to exact measurements which causes the pad to rest on an area between the long filiform and the foramen caecum positions on the tongue. The tongue is held in a fully relaxed downward position.

In the preferred form the protuberant member 4 and/or the straps thereof are to be kept as thin as possible to prevent airway restriction.

In use therefor a user as shown in Figure 8 can close his or her lower teeth up onto the device but still have an established airway passage and the device with its protuberant member preferably extending from 2mm to a maximum of 20mm down from the section 1, ie. the distance X is preferably within the range of 2mm to 20mm.

By stopping the tongue from retracting into the oropharynx which causes an airway blockage between the soft pallet, the tongue and the oropharynx an established air passage
exists once the device has been worn.

Without the device, even where there is no blockage, air forced between the soft pallet, the tongue and the oropharynx with many people causes the soft pallet incorporating the uvula to vibrate on inward inhalation of air and to vibrate also on exhalation, thus providing what is commonly referred to as snoring.

The present invention therefor envisages a device capable of being readily fabricated using premoulded components or of being fitted with one or more premoulded components.
CLAIMS

1. A dental orthosis useful for an appropriate or intended human user in the treatment of snoring and/or sleep apnoea, the device comprising
   palate fitting means to fit on the upper teeth and against the hard palate of the user and to maintain an airway passageway for such a user during sleep through the oral cavity under at least most of said palate fitting means, and
   downwardly and rearwardly protruding means supported by said palate fitting means extending from below a palate covering rear part of said palate fitting means to extend downwardly and rearwardly a distance in the range of from 2mm to 20mm sufficient for such a user to prevent the falling back of the tongue of the user during sleep.

2. A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein said palate fitting means includes at least on the front thereof at least one downwardly extending means to space the lips of the user when the device is being worn.

3. A device as claimed in claim 1 or claim 2 wherein said palate fitting means on each side thereof includes at least one downwardly extending means to space the users molars apart by being capable of bearing on the lower teeth between the canine teeth (if any) and the rearmost molar (if still present).

4. A device as claimed in any one of the preceding claims wherein said palate fitting means is moulded as a fitted article for a particular patient at least in respect of that surface or those surfaces to fit on the upper teeth and hard palate.

5. A device as claimed in any one of the preceding claims wherein said downwardly and rearwardly protruding means includes at its distal end (ie. that to be adjacent the tongue of a user) a surface configured to contact the tongue over a region to prevent said falling back of the tongue.

6. A device of any one of the preceding claims wherein said palate fitting means is of polyethylene.

7. A device of any one of the preceding claims wherein said protruding means is of polyethylene.

8. A device as claimed in any one of the preceding claims wherein said downwardly and rearwardly protruding means is formed in a polyethylene material as two straps heated and joined together and attached to the palate fitting means as an attachment specific for an intended user.

9. A device as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 5 wherein said palate fitting means has been customised for an intended user and said downwardly and rearwardly protruding means has been customised for such a patient before or after attachment thereof to said
palate fitting means, said palate fitting means and said rearwardly protruding means not being formed as an integral component.

10. A device as claimed in any one of the preceding claims substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to any one or more of the accompanying drawings.

11. Componentry of a dental orthosis capable of being customised for a specific patient to provide a dental orthosis as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, said componentry comprising

   a blank to provide said palate fitting means and being conformable under the action of heat to fit the upper teeth and hard palate of an intended user, and

   attached or attachable protruding means to extend downwardly and rearwardly a distance capable of being customised and/or after being customised for such an intended user.

12. Componentry claimed in claim 8 wherein each is formed from a polyethylene material.

13. A method of treating a human being to minimise snoring and/or to treat sleep apnoea, said method comprising the step of customising a device as claimed in any one of claims 1 through 9 for such a patient and thereafter having the patient wear such a device during sleeping.

14. A method as claimed in claim 13 wherein said customising for such a patient is by means of customising a selected preformed palate fitting means of polyethylene by vacuum forming with heat over a dental stone prepared from an alginate moulding of the upper teeth and hard palate of the patient and before or after attachment of a selected said downwardly and rearwardly protruding means adjusting the same for length and/or angle.

15. A method as claimed in claim 13 and claim 14 wherein the selection of said downwardly and rearwardly protruding means is by reference to the measurement for the patient from the last tooth on either the right or left upper side to the farthest point of the rearward top section of the tongue whilst fully relaxed.

16. A method as claimed in claim 15 wherein the measuring to provide the referenced measurement is by using a wooden spatula while providing with such wooden spatula a downward pressure on the tongue.

17. A method of any one of claims 13 to 16 when performed substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to any of the accompanying drawings.
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